For animals in dynamic habitats, the contribution of passive (i.e. by wind or current) and active (movements by the animals themselves) displacement determines whether their space use reflects physical or adaptive behavioural processes. Polar bears in the Barents Sea undertake extensive annual migrations in a habitat that is highly dynamic because of continuous sea ice drift. Using combined information from satellite telemetry, satellite images and atmospheric pressure recordings, we estimated the contribution of sea ice drift and movements in the monthly net displacement of female polar bears. We found that movements, and thus behavioural processes, were dominant. Net displacement was directed northwards during summer ice retreat and southwards during winter ice advance. Conversely, movements were directed northwards counteracting a continuous southward drift. Acting as a treadmill, ice drift probably increased the energetic cost of migrations relative to that expected from observed net displacement distances; this suggests that pelagic and adjacent near-shore bears, on stable land-fast ice, have different energy costs. Little concordance between ice drift rates and net displacement and movement rates suggest that polar bears do not adjust their displacement relative to attractive areas with fixed locations, but rather adjust their movements to local habitat suitability. Furthermore, selective use of less dynamic drift ice when with cubs-of-the-year, and use of terrestrial denning areas, appear to be behavioural adaptations to the dynamics of the Barents Sea drift ice. Hence, understanding the behaviour and ecology of animals inhabiting dynamic habitats necessitates incorporation of both dynamic and static habitat variables.
For animals in dynamic habitats, the contribution of passive (i.e. by wind or current) and active (movements by the animals themselves) displacement determines whether their space use reflects physical or adaptive behavioural processes. Polar bears in the Barents Sea undertake extensive annual migrations in a habitat that is highly dynamic because of continuous sea ice drift. Using combined information from satellite telemetry, satellite images and atmospheric pressure recordings, we estimated the contribution of sea ice drift and movements in the monthly net displacement of female polar bears. We found that movements, and thus behavioural processes, were dominant. Net displacement was directed northwards during summer ice retreat and southwards during winter ice advance. Conversely, movements were directed northwards counteracting a continuous southward drift. Acting as a treadmill, ice drift probably increased the energetic cost of migrations relative to that expected from observed net displacement distances; this suggests that pelagic and adjacent near-shore bears, on stable land-fast ice, have different energy costs. Little concordance between ice drift rates and net displacement and movement rates suggest that polar bears do not adjust their displacement relative to attractive areas with fixed locations, but rather adjust their movements to local habitat suitability. Furthermore, selective use of less dynamic drift ice when with cubs-of-the-year, and use of terrestrial denning areas, appear to be behavioural adaptations to the dynamics of the Barents Sea drift ice. Hence, understanding the behaviour and ecology of animals inhabiting dynamic habitats necessitates incorporation of both dynamic and static habitat variables. Space use reflects the resources an animal needs for survival and reproduction (Bell 1991; Ims 1995; Turchin 1998) . Investigating space use may therefore yield insight into both the animal's resource requirements and the behavioural processes underlying space use (Charnov 1976; Bell 1991; Ims 1995) . Because the spatial structure of populations emerges from the collective behaviour of individuals, space use links individual behaviour to population distribution and abundance (Wiens et al. 1993; Ims 1995) . Hence, identifying the processes underlying space use is also important for understanding animal ecology at the population level (Ims 1995; Redpath 1995; Turchin 1998) .
For animals in dynamic habitats, such as insects, fish, birds and marine mammals, space use may be a combination of active, behaviourally determined displacement (movements) and passive (wind-or current-mediated) displacement (Rose et al. 1995) . Where cues are available for orientation (e.g. landmarks, magnetism, celestial cues) animals may adjust their active displacement to compensate completely or partially for the passive displacement (Gudmundsson 1994), and hence maintain behavioural control of net displacement. If animals do not compensate or adjust for passive displacement, their space use in dynamic habitats cannot be interpreted exclusively in terms of adaptive behavioural processes, because physical processes may contribute significantly to their net displacement. For animals in dynamic habitats, estimating the relative contribution of active and passive displacement, and the animals' response to passive displacement, is therefore critical to understanding the processes underlying space use and population distributions.
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